Agent ::= an Entity that makes, modifies, consumes or uses an Artifact; Artifacts can be connected to Agents by the attributedTo property, and to an Attribution by the attributionOfAgent property.
o subclass of: Entity. • ArticleText ::= a URI identifying the text of a scientific article. o subclass of: Representation.
• Artifact ::= a produced or acquired material object, energy flow or set of processes; o Examples: reagents, instruments, video feeds, documents, ontologies, email, computers, language, music, dance, a football game, a no-foam skinny latte, a laboratory, an experiment, a University, an oil refinery, 120V-60Hz electrical current; the Internet; a kindergarten; or any cultural or technological thing or process created by humans; o subclass of: Entity. o Subclass of: Qualifier. • Sentence ::= meaningful symbolic Representation, well-formed in its domain; may consist of a single word or phrase; does not need to be a "complete sentence" with subject, predicate, object, etc.; o Examples: "This is a sentence"; "a sentence"; "sentence"; "R⊆Φ ✕ Φ"; Because there are many similar Statements in the scientific literature expressing the same, or nearly the same, meaning, we need a way to group them into classes of "similar-enough" meaning. We call these similar-enough statements similogs, by analogy with sequence homologs in molecular biology. A set of similogs constitutes a Similarity Group.
Such groups may be represented by a selected single statement which stands for the group. This is a method of convenience which avoids combinatorial explosion when defining statement relationships. Biologists do this in defining species: they "collect" a Holotype, or representative "specimen" of a group, which is then described in lieu of the group.
Determining what constitutes enough similarity to declare Statements similogs, depends entirely upon the domain and application, and may require human judgment. It is an assignment of "close enough" similarity in meaning.
• Holotype ::= a Statement which expresses the same or substantially similar meaning to one or more other Statements, and which is selected for convenience to represent them. [3] : "injection of brain extract from mutant P301S tau-expressing mice into the brain of transgenic wild-type tau-expressing animals induces assembly of wildtype human tau into filaments" o Discussion:
Given two similar Statements s i and s j , the degree of similarity of meaning between them may be defined algorithmically, for example by algorithmic clustering or linguistic analysis; by citation inheritance (see (a) below); by observation and human judgement; or by any other useful method. 
A.1.3 Rule Definitions
This vocabulary is associated with the following mandatory rules (see Section 5.1 for SWRL implementation details).
• Support and Challenge Graph Rules: These two rules are essential for proper functioning of the model. o An elementOf any Micropublication, which also supports its Claim, has the property supportGraphElementOf with the Micropublication as object. o An elementOf any Micropublication, which also challenges its Claim, has the property challengeGraphElementOf with the Micropublication as object. • Attribution Timestamp Rules: These four rules are for convenience, so that dates of authorship, editing, etc. may be assigned directly to an Artifact.
If an Attribution is instantiated with an associated atTime property, that atTime value then also becomes the value of an associated dateTime property of the form <action-past-tense>On, asserted on the Entity being attributed, and corresponding to the attributionAsAuthor (authoredBy), attributionAsCurator (curatedBy), attributionAsEditor (editedBy), and attributionAsPublisher (publishedBy) properties, as follows: 
